
Also, it can be seen that the probability of mooring failure is very close in different

locations, while the collision probabilities are different. These results imply that once a

hurrii~ comes, the mooring system will faiL The difference in sitting location only

results in different MODU moving routes, and different collision probabilities.

The study shows that should a MODU mooring failure occur, collision with a platform

was likely. This may due to the high density of platforms within the area. However, a

series of simulations was conducted varying the location of MODU and the distance Rom

the MODU to the closest target circles. The results of these simulations show that the

most likely collision target circle around the MODU is Target 1 and 4, those which are

located at north-west to the MODU  storm tracks are generally &om the south east!. So

the MODU should be moored as far as possible 6'om the north-west target circles in this

case. For example, if Zane Barnes were moored at {47,20! instead of �3,35! which is

about 20 NM to the south-east, the probability of collision would be reduced to about

50% of its previous value  Table 4.8!.

4.4.4 Case Studies

Thorough verification studies on MODU "Zane Barnes" have been performed. The

following summarizes results from MODUSIM Functions ¹1 through ¹4 simulations

performed on the Zane Bames.
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4.4.4.1 Function ¹I

The MODU's location and system con6guration are the smm as in the parametric studies.

The num mooring capacity is 3500 kips and it is assumed that the MODU is in the See

floating condition after the mooring lines break. Based on the curved track assumption and

with Stoke's 5th theory used to determine the wave kinematics, the probabiTity of mooring

system failure is 5.3% and the probability of collision with the surrounding structures is

2.3%.

4.4.42 Function ¹2

Given the incoming hurricane with the data from Andrew, with forecast times beginning at

the difTerent distance between the hurricane center Zane Barnes, the probabilities of

colhsion have been determined. The results are smnnm i-M in Table 4.10 and Figure 4.13.

It can be seen &om the results that when the hurricane was 600 nm away, the MODU was

safe in the following 48 hours and the probability of collision  Pc! increapxi rapidly after

48 hours. When the hurricane was 400 nm away, the MODU was safe in the following 24

hours and Pc increased rapidly between the 24 to 36 hours, then Pc stayed at high level

after that. When the. hurricane was 200 nm away, the Pc always stayed at high level. The

same thing happens to the probability of mooring failure, P  Figure 4.13!.
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Table 4.10 Simulation Result of Forecast Probability

10 0 D 12 21 hh 48 40 12
Fareecrl lies Olead

0 0 12 2I hh & CO 72
~ %hao Qleasj

Figure 4.13 Probability of Failure vs. Forecast Time
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4.4.4.3 Function ¹3

To verify Function ¹3, the Zane Barnes was driven to northwest for about 30 nm, stopped

at South Timbalier  Block 32! in a water depth of 45 A. It was in free floating at erst and

in skipping when the water depth was less than the draft. Different values of mooring

Capacity were aSSumed in the SimulatiOns.. The reSultS are in Figure 4.14.

The trean mooring capacity in Figure 4.14a is 3500kips, 4500kips in Figure 4.14b and

5500kips in Figure 4.14c. In Figure 4.14d, the MODU was held for an hour following

each coHision, and the result from this assumption is the closest to the real route. This may

imply that the mooring capacity of Zane Barnes was around 4500kips and it was held for

about an hour after each collision during its traveL

Another three MODUs &om Gulf of Mexico are also utilized to verify MODUSIM. The

Zapata Saratoga, which moved f'rom Miss Canyon 705 to Grand Isle 47 during Andrew,

was simulated in free floating condition. Treasure 75, which was ballast on bottom and

moved 4 miles &om South Pelto 7, and Ocean Now Era, which was moved 800 ft &om

Grand Isle 103, were simulated in dragging condition with two mooring lines dragging.

 See Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16!. It was found that results &om MODUSIM agreed very

well with the real route.

4.4.4.4 Function ¹4

For application of Function ¹4, refer to Table 4.8 and 4.9.
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a. Mooring Capacity 4000 hps

b. Mooring Capacity 4000 kips, Holding lh Each Collision

Figure 4.15 Simulated Moving Route of Zapata Saratoga
in Hurricane Andrew
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a. Treasure 75, Ballast on Bottom, Moved 4 miles from South Peito 7

b. Ocean Now Era, Mooring Capacity 3000 kips,
Moved 800 ft from Grand Isle 103

Figure 4.16 Simulated Moving Route of Treasure 75 and
Ocean Now Era in Humcane Andrew
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4.5 Simulations of the Movement of Bottom-Pounded Platforms

4.5.1. Modeling Jack-up

The analytical and simulation model was extended to include analysis of the movermnts of

bottom-founded MODUs  jack-up!. lee jack-up rig used in this research is a realistic

amalgamation of several different existing deep water jack-up rigs. Properties such as

flexural stiffness of the legs, overall dimensions and hull weights were averaged to yield an

average harsh envimnment jack-up rig.

The rig has three independent square lattice truss Iegs supported at the sea floor by large

spud cans. The principal properties of this average rig are summarized in Table 4.11. The

centerline to centerline dimension between chords  vertical leg posts! is 39.6 ft. Each of

the four chords has a cross sectional area of steel equal to 1.59 ft'.

The structure is idealized as a planar assemblage of individual elements. The single degree

of freedom model is ideahzed as consisting of three elements. The first element represents

the two aft legs of the unit. The second elertmnt represents the hull, and the third element

represents the fore leg. The element representing the 2 aft legs has twice the area, stiffness

and moment capacity of the single fore leg listed in Table 4.12. The huH was assumed to

have 5 times the stiffness of the legs.

Each node of the structure can have three degrees of freedom, translation in the horizontal

and vertical, and rotation. The nodes can be controlled so as to have a zero displacenents



230,0 ft
250.0 ft

33.0 ft
480.0 ft
160.0 ft

1.319xl04 kips
5 28&x105 kip ft
1. &40x 1 04 kips
6.026x 105 kip ft
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Table 4.11  Jen; r:iI I!i~»ei»ion of Aver; > e Jaci up Rigs

Mngth overall
Width overall
Depth of hull
Length of spud legs
Distance between centerlines of aft and fore legs

 longitudinal!
Distance between centerlines of aft legs  transverse!
Diameter of spud can
Footing area of spud can
Weight of hull
Moment of inertia of legs
Rotational stiff. of jack housing and hull
Structural damping
Equivalent leg diameter  CD ~ D!
Projected area for wind loading
Flexural Stiffness of legs  El/L!
Shear Area of Leg
Yield Moment
Plastic Moment
Ultimate Moment
Yield axial load
Ultimate axial load

Balance Points for Axial Load - Moment Interaction Curve
Yield axial load
Yield moment
Ultimate axial load
Ultimate moment

190.0 ft
55,0 ft
2376 sq ft

30,370 kips
2487 ft4

1.5~10s k fttl'rad
2-5 %

9.97 ft

16000 sq ft
2.361x10> kip ft

3.5 sq ft
6.528x1 P kip ft
6.763x 105 kip ft
7.433xl05 kip ft
3.297x104 kips
4.601x104 kips



or rotations relative to thc ground, or two nodes can be constraiisA to have identical

disphaments. The single degree of &eedom model, shown in Figurc 4.17. constrains the

nodes at the foundation  nodes 1 and 4! to have zero displamirM:nts in the horizontal,

vertical and rotational directions  Lc. 6xed end conditions!. The nodes representing the

leg-hull connection  nodes 2 and 3! are const@tined to have identical horizontal

displaccmcnts. zero verticiil displaceaents and zero rehitional displacr~nts. By

constraining nodes 2 and 3 to have identical displacrments, the only iretion possible is in

the X direction shown in Figurc 4.17.

Figure 4.17 Jack-up: Single Degree of Freedom Model



The mass was distributed equally among the three legs. Since the eierrM:nt between nodes 1

and 2 represents the two aft legs of the unit, 2/3 of the rig is located at node 2. The

remaining 1/3 of the rig mass is located at node 3.

The static wave forces were computed at one second intervals using Morison's equation

with a drag coef5cient  C,! equal to 1.1 and inertia coefficient  C�! equal to 1.2. The

wave forces were computed using linear wave theory or Stoke's 5th theory. Current

velocities were included in computing the hydrodynamic forces on the jack-up rig. The

result of this process is a time history of the static wave forces acting on the jack-up at one

second intervals.

The direction of approach of the waves was assumed to be orthogonal to a line between

the two aft legs of the rig  parallel to the longitudinal centerline!. This was done in order

to induce the maximum loading in the single fore leg.

The yiekl moment of the leg section was computed assuming a linear stress distribution

across the leg section. The yield moment was defined as the moment which resulted in the

tension edge of the section reaching yield stress �6 ksi!, as shown for the yield moment in

Figure 4.18. The plastic moment was computed assuming the chord sections were fully

yielded and the stress distribution was as shown for the plastic moment in Figure 4.18.
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ield Moment

Plastic Moment

Fiym 4.18 Definition of YieM Moment
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4.52 Foundation Capacities

The capacity of the foundation is determined by its ability to withstand the vertical and

horizontal loads transmitted to it by the jack-up unit. The vertical capacity is developed by

the shear strength of the soB beneath the footing. The horizontal capacity is developed by

the combination of sliding resistance and developed passive pressure of the soil as the

footing applies increasing horizontal stresses to the soiL

H =S�A �.44!

Passive pressure is the pressure that is developed by soils to resist move@ant when a load

is applied to the soil mass. The fundamentals of bearing capacity discussed above are

based on the developrrent of passive pressure to resist the vertical loads. The mobilized

passive pressure to resist the horizontal loads can be estimated using Equation 4.45.

e, = K a +2c~K �.45!
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The horizontal sliding resistance is the summation of the frictional resistance and the

mobiTized passive pressure of the soil as the footing reacts against it. The &ictional

resistance can be computed using Equation 4.44, assuming undrained soil conditions. In

computing the sliding resistance, the mean value of the remoMed shear strength of the soil

was used. The resulting sliding resistance of the foundations are: for the Gulf of Mexico,

sliding resistance ranges between 2590 kips and 1295 kips. The range in the sliding

resistance is due to the potential variation in the effective area of the footing due to spud

can rotations. As was computed in the bearing capacity analysis the effective area of the

foundation can be approximately 50% of the static area.



llew coefficient of passive pressure K~ is defined in Equation 4.46.

K, = Tan'�5+ $/2! �.46!

For clays with the angle of internal friction  P! equal to zero, K is equal to 1.0. nie

value of the cohesion  c!  c and S�are used interchangeably! is that of the initial shear

strength of the soils, 0.5 ksf for the Gulf of Mexico. The resulting maximum passive

pressures that could be developed by this foundation is 4.2 ksf for the Gulf of Mexico

locations. The project area of the spud can is 412.5 ft'. The resulting load capacities per

spud can are 1730 kips for the Gulf of Mexico location  Table 4.12!.

Table 4.12 Foundation Capacities of GOM
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4.59 Failure Modes of Jack-up

There are four principal failure nechanisms due to environmental loading on the jack-up:

horizontal displacerrents, bearing capacities, overturning and leg failure. The occurrence

of any one of these failure modes would render the jack-up unserviceable. Based on this,

the jack-up system can be modeled as a system of elements in series, in which the



�.47!

where P is the lateral load and K is defined as:

12EI

~ h' �.48!

Where,

E=Elastic Modules

I=Moment of inertia about the axis of bending for the leg

h=Height of the leg

1 T,S = � ~ a ~   � !'
2 4

�.49!
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b. Horizontal Displacement

During a wave period, if the total lateral force is larger than the foundation horizontal

capacity, the Jack-Up will move forward and backward. And in the shallow water

condition, the forward wave force generally is large than the backward wave force, the

Jack-up will move step by step along the wave propagate direction. Here for a simplified

analysis, it is assumed that the MODU's moving time is quarter wave period forward and

quarter wave period backward during one wave period. The moving distance during a

wave period is defined as:



4.5.4 Example of Martin 3 Jack-up in Hurricane Andrew

During hurricane Andrew, Jack-up Martin 3 broke legs and moved &om Ship shoal 263 to

South Timbale. The result &om MODUSIM  Figure 4.I9! did not agree with the real

route. We may Qnd out &om Figure 4.19 that if the Martin 3 legs were broken before

Andrew reached the Jack-up, the Martin 3 woukl always move to deep water by the

envirorumntal force. Since the Martin 3 moved to shallow water in fact, this implies that

the Jack-up legs were broken after Andrew passed the Jack-up location. Because the

maximum environmental forces happened when Andrew reached the Martin 3,

MODUSIM would assuage that the Jack-up legs were broken at that tire and so the

resulting moving route would be different &om the real one. From this point of view,

MODUSIM needs to be improved to simulate cases in which low cycle fatigue results in

degradation in the capsizing of Jack-up's legs.



a. Foundation Horizontal Failure

b. Leg Broken

Figure 4.19 Examp1e of Martin 3 Jack-up in Andrew
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CHAPTER 5

SIMULATION MODEL

FOR EVACUATION PROCEDURES

S.I Introduction to Project Management

Project management is the planning, organizing, and managing of tasks and resources to

accomplish a defined objective, usually with constrairLs on time and cost. Managers of

almost any fact of business can use project management concepts and tools to manage

their work. If the project involves more than a few tasks, or if one has several resources to

track, one can benefit from project management practices.

The goal of project management is to achieve a specific objective within a given deadline

and budget. An objective can be as simple as planning the design and production of a

corporate sales brochure, or as complex as designing and building a community in space.

In each case, one must break the project into easily manageable tasks or activities,

schedule the tasks, and then track tasks as the work progresses. The tasks are the buiMing

blocks of project management. One can also assign resources, such as people and

equipment, to accomplish these tasks.

Project management can help one answer various scheduling, resource, and cost

questions, such as:

~ How long will this project take?

If a particular task is delayed, will the project be delayed?
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~ Which tasks are critical to meeting the schedule?

~ Do I have enough resources to complete the project as scheduled?

~ What are the resource costs for the project?

The following is a brief overview of sorre of the most significant achievements in

developing project management techniques. Each of these achievements has influenced the

development of project management software:

Critical Path Method  CPM!

The process of computerizing project management began in the 1950s. Du pont

Corporation, in an effort to improve its project scheduling techniques, developed a

scheduling system called the critical Path nethod, or CPM scheduhng. CPM is a

mathematical model that calculates the total duration of a project based on individual task

duration's and dependencies, and identifies which task are criticaL This model is the

fundamental scheduling nmthod used in project managerm:nt software today, including

Microsoft project, which has been used to develop EVACSIM.

Program Evaluation Review Technique  PERT!

During the 1950s, the United States Navy faced the huge challenge of developing the

Polaris Missile project, a submarine-based weapons system Lockheed, the primary

contractor on the project, developed the PERT scheduling system, which uses statistical

probabilities to calculate expected duration of activities. Today, a PERT chart  sometimes

called a network chart! refers to the graphic representation of task relationships.
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Gantt Chart

In a separate evolution of project marmgemeut systems, Henry L Gantt developed a

graphic charting system to depict activities across a timescale. Initially called bar charts,

these charts have since been renamed Gratt charts in honor of the inventor of the system

The gantt chart in Microsoft project can be used to build a project, as well as to track and

report it.

5.2 Background of Simulation Model

Safety and cost effectiveness are the determining factors in achieving a successful

hurricane evacuation project. The success is measured by the safe completion of the

evacuation at minimum cost within the tine. Whether or not this is accomplished depends

largely on how accurately management foresees the problem and evacuation options

during the planning as well as the execution phases of a hurricane evacuation project. The

management decisions are further complicated by unpredictable weather and equiprrent

downtime.

In order to help management in its decision-making, various ways of predicting downtime,

ranging from gut-feeling to sophisticated computer simulation programs, have been

developed, both by oil companies and contractors. The work by McCarron �971!, Burke

�977!, Hohan �978!, Chen �983!, and Praught �982! are a few examples of

industry's efforts in this area since the early days of North Sea construction projects.

Slomski and Vivatrat used Monte Carlo simuhtion procedures to evaluate risks of Arctic
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offshore operations  Slomski and Vivatrat; 1986!. Moore �994! proposed to develop the

early warning systems to safe and effective evacuation of platforms.

Storm forecasting is an important factor in safe and effective evacuation of platforms.

These years, weather forecasting reliability of the tracks and intensities of severe storms

has been improving. Forecasting are continually updating hypotheses and developments

resulting in decreasing uncertainty levels over time  Moore, 1993!. However, as discussed

in Chapter 3, there are a great uncertainties associated with the storm forecasting, and

these uncertainties cn:ate a number of problems for decision makers.

As a result of these uncertainties, it is important to determine the criteria for platform

evacuations and securing operations. Evacuation and securing criteria can be based upon a

number of factors such as:

~ wave heights,

~ wind speeds,

~ storm distance,

~ storm direction,

~ storm forward speed,

~ type of MODU,

~ capaci ty of unit and mooring to withstand extreme loading,

~ availability of evacuation and securing vessels and helicopters,

~ distance from the unit to shore,
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~ the number of personnel to evacuate.

An evacuation simulation model would be useful to develop early warning systems for

offshore platforms in storm conditions. For ofFshore operations, early warning signals

cone in the form of storm forecasting. If the lead time to respond to a storm is too short,

securing operations and evacuations are more hazardous and the potential for accidents

are nore prevalent. If evacuations are made too early, they may have been in error

resulting in unnecessary costs and loss of work tine. Operating under high intensity or

unpredictable weather conditions, effective weather forecasting is an essential factor to

operational reliability. Good weather forecasts at early stages allow sufficient alert time for

preparation and evacuation ahead of oncoming storms.

The current hurricane alert procedures used by the oil company usually include several

alert phases which are based on the distance Rom the storm center. The following is an

example of the evacuation system far the MODU Zane Barnes  R 4 B, 1988!:

~ Phase I - Green Alert: A tropical depression  winds 23-33 knots!, a tropical storm

 winds 34-63 knots!, or a hurricane  winds greater than 75 knots! is identified at 750

nautical miles of the grilling location.

~ Phase II - Yellow Alert: A tropical depression, storm or hurricane has moved to 500

nautical miles of the driHing site  or 650 NM if it has a closing speed greater than 15

knots!.
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~ Phase III - Red Alert: The outer edge  gale force winds! of a tropical depression,

storm, or hurricane has moved to approximately 250 NM or 24 hours &om the

location.

These kinds of hurricane preparedness and evacuation policies based on cyclonic storm

positions are widely accepted by current oil company. But due to the unpredictable nature

of the intensity and the track of the storm, consequently, most storms that resulted in

evacuation, did not substantially impact the area of operation. The hurricane either

recurved away from the area of operation or just had minimal intensity.

The average cost of a typhoon evacuation includes helicopter mobilization and operations

costs, onshore room, board and transportation for evacuated personnel and associated rig

downturM: costs. The cost is almost $500,000 per evacuation. As drilling operations

expand significantly, the evacuation costs will increase rapidly during storm season. Also

there is an inherent risk of evacuating large number of offshore personnel by helicopters or

ships in uncertain weather conditions. AH these factors,  ex., safety concerns, financial

impact and schedule delays!, indicate a need to improve hurricane evacuation planning.

The computer simulation program EVACSIM developed during the research can simulate

different kinds of evacuation operations and calculate the probability of safe evacuation

based on hurricane forecasting, different evacuation start tirre, available resources and

alternative evacuation procedures. The evacuation simulation model is based on:
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1! Available statistics and hindcast results for hurricane forecast in the Gulf of Mexico;

2! Real-time 72 hour hurricane strength and track forecasts;

3! Probability models to include the hurricane strength and track forecast errors;

4! Real hurricane evacuation operations and procedures performed on MODUs;

5! Available evacuation resources and different weather-relative workable time periods of

these resources based on the resources shut down environmental criteria.

Results from this model are intended to assist in developing decision criteria for MODU

securing and evacuations. The simulation results can be helpful to answer the foHowing

questions:

~ Given the evacuation start time, how long will it take to complete safely?

~ At different evacuation start times, what is the failure probability of these evacuations?

~ What is the best evacuation start time based on acceptable risk and cost?

~ What is the most reliable and cost-effective evacuation procedure?

In this way, the platform operator can evaluate the latest start evacuation time to have the

least risk and avoid un-necessary evacuations.

5D Development of the Simulation Model

A logical developrrent of the state of the art in evacuation studies is to generate modeling

techniques for the entire evacuation sequence, taking into consideration of evacuation

procedures as well as equipment availabi1ity and downtime.
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The evacuation sequence can be modeled by a network of activities. The network consists

of a collection of branches and nodes. The branches represent the activities and the nodes

represent trulestones or events associated with the project. Simulation of a evacuation

sequence thus involves stepping through the network &om start to Gnish using a

computer.

A typical evacuation network consists of branches and nodes to represent activities and

milestones. Each activity emanates &om one node and terminates at another. A node is

realized when all activities terminating at that node are realized. Only then are the

subsequent activities scheduled. in this manner, all the sequential as well as paraHel job

activities can be simulated by stepping through the network &om start using a computer.

Figure 5.1 shows a logic flow chart of an evacuation simulation process.

In performing a simulation, the project definition in terms of the network described in the

preceding are input to the computer program. Beginning at the desired starting time, the

hurricane forecast &om national weather forecast center or through hindcast weather time

histories are used as a basis for decision-making.

Each activity on the network is performed sequentially or in paraHel, with the tirre

required being dictated by statistics based on the input activity duration estimates. The

operation is periodically interrupted by the occurrence of bad weather or equipment
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Figure 5.1 Probabilistic Simulation Procedure



downtime, which is generated using random number generation in accordance with the

statistics of hurricane history. The process continues until the entire evacuation project is

complete.

5.4 Shutdown Criteria

The abiTity to perform tasks offshore is normally controlled by the environmental

conditions and the motion responses of the MODU. Each task is limited by specific

interactions between the MODU motions and the function being performed. Usual

attempts to quantify the criteria-limiting operations generally considered a wave height or

wind speed for a particular operation. These were indirect functions derived &om operator

experience based on visually observed conditions. Even through this type of criteria is

generally applicable to one MODU type only and is subject to many Qaws such as

variation in performance with wave direction relative to the vessel and the &equency

distribution of wave energy, these criteria are useful, however, as they form a basis for

preliminary estimation with a minimum of effort.

The environmental criteria used in the simulation model is wind speed and wave height.

Based on the forecast data from National Hurricane Forecast Center, the workable time

period of different resources are determi~xi. As the simulation is resource-driven, that

means the duration of each sub-task is determined by the associated resource workable

time, the duration of whole evacuation process can be determined.
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There is another shut-down criteria model in the EVACSIM, un-separatable worktiae of

some resources. Like the other ofFshore projects, some of the tasks during the evacuation

procedure may not be separated. That neans, if it starts, it must continuously perform

until it finishes, and, if it stops, it must be start again from the beginning. For example, we

assurrM; sending a helicopter from land to platforms takes 3 hours, if the helicopter can not

land when it arrives the platform because of bad weather, it must fly back to land. That

means the whole process needs to be repeated again. And the minimum duration is 3 hours

which is the fastest evacuation operation tirTM: and the nmumum is 5 hours  the fuel can

last that long!.

In the simulation model, each sub-task can be defined as must-continuous or may-not-

continuous, and also may be given a minimum and a maximum completion duration. The

minimum duration is defined as the minimum tine to finish the task and the maximum

duration is defined as the maximum time to finish the task, in helicopter example, 3 and 5

hours. This will be the shut-down criteria added to the results of helicopter workable time

period from hurricane forecast.

5.5 Simulation Procedure

In order to examine evacuation procedures and decisions, it is important to develop

models of these operations. An exhaustive model of securing and evacuation systems can

be complex. These models should be simple enough to understand, yet detailed enough to

include the important factors involved in the operation. For platform securing and
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evacuations tasks in this research, Microsoft Project 4.0 was used to build the evacuation

process model.

Microsoft Visual Basic is used to generate the input file of MS Project and to determine

the workable time of resources. Because the different resource workable time periods are

dependent on hurricane forecasting from MODUSIM or national hurricane forecasting

center, the whole evacuation duration and cost will change with the different evacuation

start times. Thus the risk and cost from different evacuation start tine can be compared

and optimum decision may be suggested.  Figure 5.1!

The deterministic result is just a most probable case of the evacuation duration histogram

The results of a single simulation are not meaningful because these results are vahd only

for the particular weather and activity duration of that run. Since the weather as weH as

the activity duration are probabiTistic, the simulation is generally repeated many times to

provide a statistically reliable sample for performance evaluation. With the simulation in

probabilistic region, the useable length of simulation results is extended despite the

increasing uncertainties in hurricane forecast and the relative threat to different evacuation

start times can be compared.

The simulation procedure is as follows:

a. Creating the evacuation model
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This is the most important phase of the simulation. It includes dining the tasks and

their duration, setting up relationships between the tasks, and, if one is going to track

resource usage, assigning resources to the tasks. All of the project's later phases are

directly based on the information you provide when you ~ the project;

b. Inputting hurricane forecast data and determining the workable time periods of

different resources based on input hurricane data. The input Se of hurricane forecast

data is pdata.rxt. Please refer to EVACSIM Menu for detail. The detailed procedure of

determining workable time period for resources, which is programed in Visual Basic,

is presented in Figure 5.2.

c. Performing deterministic simulations at different evacuation start times;

The deterministic simulation procedure is presented in Figure 5.3.

d. Performing Monte Carlo simulation at different evacuation start time.

In the Monte Carlo regime, random environmental conditions are generated based on

hurricane hindcast data and the 72 hurricane forecast  Section 3.5!, the simulation is

repeated numerous times in order to provide a statistically reliable sample for

performance evaluation. The correlation between each 12 hour data is assumed as 0.8.

Usually 100 simulations at different evacuation start time are sufficient to provide

information for predictions with a satisfactory degree of confidence. The probability of



Figure 5.2 Procedure of Determination Resource Workable Time Period
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Fiym 5.3 Deterministic Simulation Procedure



evacuation failure is de6ned as the number of failure in each simulation divided by the

number of simulations.

The probabilistic simulation procedure is summarized in Figure 5.1.

e. Upon completion of all simulations, the records for the duration, weather downtimes,

critical path for each simulation, are accumulated and histograms are generated.

Suggestions on evacuation decision may be given.

Histograms and statistics on evacuation duration, equipment/weather downtime, waiting

time, total project cost and critical path indices for each activity, are some of the outputs

available to help make management decisions. The usefulness of the model is illustrated by

a case study based on a real evacuation procedure performed on Zane Barnes.

5.6 Case Studies

In order to explore the effect that each of the factors has on the results, a series of runs

have been carried out where one parameter has been varied at a time. The main factors

examined are:

~ different evacuation start time;

number of available resources;

~ type of available resources, ex., helicopters or crew boats;

~ different evacuation alternative.
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Following is the simulation process of a real evacuation procedure performed on Zane

Barnes:

a. Creating the evacuation model;

In Figure 5.4, the whole evacuation operations are modeled as tasks and sub-tasks Rom

top to down. The needed duration and the associated resources of each sub-task are also

presentetL Input file Input.rxt contains the aH resources shut down criteria and soire

imagine resources defined as "control resources" which are used to control project

process through the control of workable tine period. Please refer to EVACSIM Menu for

a detailed explanation of Input.rat.

b. Input hurricane forecast data and determine workable time period of different resources;

Input file pdata.txt includes environmental condition inputs, ex., 72 hour wind speed and

wave height forecast, Figure 5.5. Run Visual Basic to determine the workable time periotL

Forecast Ddo

0 0 Figure 5.5 Example of Input Environmental Forecasting Data
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c. Performing deterministic simulations at different evacuation start time;

From the deterministic results, it can be found that if the evacuation starts at six to twelve

hours Rom the forecast beginning tirrM:, it took nearly 30 hours to safely 6nish the whole

evacuation process. It took longer if the start time was getting hte. It seems that the

whole project won't be safely finished if the evacuation started after 18 hours &om the

forecast beginning time.  Figure 5.6!

0
0 e '12 14 2a 20 ~ 2

~ faaea lfaaa 0aeaaa feam foaeeml liooa>

Figure 5.6 Simulation Result for One Transportation Boat

12 14 2a
raaaaaaNm faoea lace 0aaaaa flem faaeema laeaa!

Figure 5.7 Simulation Result for Two Transportation Boat



Also, from the simulation, it is found that the critical point during the evacuation

procedure is Task 13.  Boarding!. Boarding is the transfer of people to the crew boat.

If the task duration can be reduced to half by either supplying crew boat or increasing the

people transfer speed, the simulation result will be different  Figure 5.7!. Now one can

wait 6 hours more before one has to start the evacuation. TMs will give the platform

operator more tirade to make decision, and most importantly, the hurricane may change

direction or its strength may decrease rapidly during this period. In this case, an un-

necessary evacuation may be avoided.

d. Performing Monte Carlo simulation at different evacuation start time;

The probability of evacuation failure vs. different start time is generated as in Figure 5.8.

The case that there are two crew boats is also simulated. The simulation result is presented

in Figuxe 5.9.

It can be found from Figure 5.8 that the probabiTity of failure is about 20% if the

evacuation starts 6 to 12 hours from the forecast beginning time. The failure probability

increases rapidly to almost 40% if the evacuation start tinm is 18 hours from the forecast

beginning time. If the evacuation were to begin after 36 hours from forecast time, the

failure probability would be about 60%. From Figure 5.9, the failure probabiTity is not

increased rapidly compared with that in Figure 5.8. This is mainly due to the duration of

the On Board task is reduced to half as before, 1.5 hours, and since this is the critical point
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of the whole evacuation, the failure probabiTity at 18 hours is only 10%, much less than

before. Also, at 36 hours, the faillure probabillity is S0%, a little less than before.

Probability af Fail vL Evacualtan Start one

Ra6

l$g 0.4 0 0
l2 18 24 30 36 42 48

Evacuation Stcrt lime gtoes Fieiri &accost Ytine!

Figure 5.8 Probabilistic Simulation Result

Probability of Fail vs. Evacuation Start Time

2 os

12 18 24 30 36 42

f vaauation Start Ttmo  Hours From Forecast Time!

Figure 5.9 Probabilistic Simulation Result



Several different evacuation alternatives can be simulated based on the sane

environmental input and available resources, and the results can be compared. The safest

and most cost effective rrethod can be suggested. Dependent on how much risk the

platform owner/operator can take, EVACSIM can be used to evaluate when and how to

start the evacuation.

5.7 Possib!e Areas of Application

Due to the general and powerful nature of the simulation program, many areas of

application in offshore weather-sensitive projects are envisaged. The application ranges

&om technical evaluation of vessel operability characterictis to project management and

economic studies. The following is a list of some of the possible areas of application:

Vessel selection:

~ Provide cost estimates for alternative construction scenarios.

~ Compare activity shutdown sea-state sensitivities on project schedule and cost.

~ Estimate probable weather downtime.

~ Uncover incompatibility of activity duration Rom "Critical path" point of view.

~ Demonstrate effect of weather forecast uncertainties.

~ Help in making optimum construction scenarios and vessel selection.

Operations Risk Assmrnent:

~ Provide risk assessment.
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~ Help formulate contingency plans.

~ Establish optimum design criteria for equipment.

~ Investigate effect of weather forecast uncertainties on decision-making requirements.

~ Evaluate new concepts on basis of expected risk level.

Equipment logistics:

~ Evaluate equipment replacement policy that is weather sensitive.

~ Establish optimum level of service to drilling/production operations.

~ Identify critical pieces of equipment from overall project point of view.

Project scheduling planning:

Assess effect of individual operations decision.

~ Provide a realistic "critical path."

Bid preparation/evaluation:

~ Compare construction vessel spread alternatives.

~ Evaluate various rate structures and lump-sum bids.



5.8 Summary

An computer simulation program EVACSIM was developed which is utilized to help

evaluate operational and evacuation systems for MODUs in hurricane conditions.

The evacuation simuhtion model is based on: 1! available statistics and hindcast results for

hurricane forecast in the Gulf of Mexico; 2! Real time 72 hour hurricane strength and

track forecast; 3! Probability models to include the hurricane strength and track forecast

errors; 4! Real hurricane evacuation operations and procedures performed on MODUs;

5!Available evacuation resources and different workable tirrM: periods of these resources

based on the resources shut down environmental criteria

The simulation can be performed in deterministic and probabilistic region. And an example

application of the simuhtion model to a real evacuation procedure performed on Zane

Barnes was presented as a verify case study. The results were reasonable.

Results from this model are intended to assist in developing decision criteria for MODU

securing and evacuations. The simulation results is helpful to the following questions:

~ Given the evacuation begin time, how long will it take to safe complete?

~ At different evacuation start time, what is the failure probability of these evacuations?

~ What is the best evacuation start time based on acceptable risk and cost?

~ What is the best reliable and cost-effective evacuation procedure?
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Summary

A simulation model has been developed to predict the moverrM:nts of MODUs in the Gulf

of Mexico during hurricanes. A Monte-Grrlo simulation model  MODUSIM! has been

developed to enable prediction of the probabiTity of collision between MODUs and

surrounding large faciTities. The variability of hurricane parameters and their correlation,

the storm spatial geometry, shallow water shoaling effects, and modeling and pararreter

estimation uncertainties are considered. To verify the model, the MODU Zane Barnes,

Zapata Saratoga and Treasure 75, which all moved a signilficant distance during hurricane

Andrew, were used. The simulation results closely matched the information on the

performaruw of the semi-submersible MODUs during hurricane Andrew. Also, the

probability of collision between a MODU and the surrounding structures has been

determined.

From this study, it has been found that the best way to reduce collision probabiTities is to

design anchors to drag prior to any mooring line breaking. In this case, the MODU will

not move far because of the large dynamic dragging force. However, if the rig is to be

located near subsea structures that could be damaged by a dragging anchor, the operator

may use pile anchors or oversized drag anchors to cause the mooring lines to break first.
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Another effective way is to change the MODU's siting location. Using MODUSIM, the

best phce with the least collision probability can be determined. For example, if Zane

Barnes were moored at �7,20! instead of �3,35! which is about 20 NM to the south-

east, the probability of coHision will be one half of befoxe gable 4.8!.

It seems that within practical limits mooring strength is not important to the collision

probability. It has been found that a hurricane with an intensity greater than about a one

year hurricane return period can cause breakaways. To reduce the coHision probabiTity in

half, one needs to increase the mooring capacity by almost three times.

The recommended procedure to choose a best place to site MODUs is as follows:

I! Determine the large target structures in the area which are of interest;

2! Determine the best MODU site and the acceptable radius of the sitting area;

3! Using the MODUSIM function "Strategy", determine the best place to site the MODU

within the acceptable area;

4! Change the mooring line failure mode  Free floating or Dragging! and mooring

capacity with the MODU located at the best place to get the acceptable collision risk

level.

Another simuhtion model  EVACSIM! has been developed to examine evacuation

procedures and decisions. Monte-Carlo techniques has been utilized to predict the

probability of evacuation failure. The uncertainties in hurricane forecast, the diferent
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evacuation start time, the different available resources and associated environrrental or

operational shut-down criteria were considered. A real hurricane evacuation procedure

performed on Zane Barnes was used to verify the simulation model The simulation results

were reasonable and easy to understand.

EVACSIM simulation results can be used to compare the relative threat to different

evacuation start time, to give platform operators confidence to choose appropriate

evacuation start times, and to avoid un-necessary evacuations. These results should be

helpful in developing decision plans and criteria for MODU securing and evacuations.

6.2 Recommended Future WVork

Potential research topics for further studies have been identified during the present

research. These are listed and briefly discussed in the foHowing:

~ Perform Further Verification Studies on MODUSIM

The verification studies performed during this research include 4 Gulf of Mexico MODUs.

Although the results are extremely encouraging, additional studies on MODUs with

different configurations would help increase the confidence in the MODUSIM.
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~ Further Refine Jack-up and Foundation Modeling

At present stage, MODUSIM includes a very simple procedure to model jack-up MODUs

and their foundations. Am next step in refining the procedure would be to include more

detailed analyze of structure failure mechanics and foundation capacity.

~ Develop a Professional Version of MODUSIM

Based on a simultaneous developrrM:nt and verification/calibration approach, the present

version of MODUSIM has been developed during the second year of this research. The

program runs in EXCEL4.0. It has the potential to be further developed and include

additional features that enhance the speed and user-&iendliness of the program. The most

efficient way to do so would be to rewrite MODUSIM in Visual Basic 4.0.

~ Perform Further Verification Studies on EVACSIM

The evacuation verification studies performed include only one evacuation procedure for

the MODU Zane Barnes. More verification studies need to be performed to include the

effects of different evacuation procedures. More parametric and sensitivity studies are

needed.

~ Further Refine the Uncertainties in EVACSIM

The simulation program EVACSIM currently only considers the major uncertainties in the

evacuation process, and the uncertainties associated with hurricane forecast. Additional

work is need to consider the uncertainties involved in the evacuation operations, e.g.,
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equipment availability and reliability, operational risk, human error factors and other

unpredictable factors which inQuence the duration of sub-tasks and the reliabiTity of the

evacuation. The estimate may be assigned a probabiTity density function, determmxl by

various distributions to account for the random variations. ProbabiTistic simulation results

&om the refined model should be more informative and be more helpful in developing

MODU securing and evacuation plans.

~ Develop Parametric Early Warning System Model for MODUs in Gulf of Mexico

Hurricane Conditions with the Information from MODUSIM and EVACSIM

The reliability of warning systems are dependent upon the ability to forecast danger and to

effectively respond to it. Future work needs to be done to develop an early warning

systems for MODU securing and evacuation in GOM hurricanes. The MODUSIM and

EVACSIM can be integrated together to be a part of an early warning system
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